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“ When you put a pound into a bucket for charity, you think at the back of your mind where  
is that money going, well with me as an ambassador for Transaid, I know where it’s going.  
I’ve seen the impact and what happens on the ground.  I’ve been part of something that  

has made real, effective change in a place and manner that means sustainable renewable  
improvements to that countries road safety record in the future, and that means a lot  

to them but also to me. “ 

 
Jon Aspden, Bibby Distribution 



START YOUR JOURNEY TODAY 

 
 

Welcome 
 

 
 
Thank you very much for your interest in the Transaid Ambassador Scheme. This pack 
sets out the role and what it entails, your importance to Transaid  and our responsibilities 
to you as a  Transaid Ambassador. It also provides some introductory information to 
Transaid, brief details on the three core areas that we focus on and other important      
information, all in one place. 
 
 
The scheme was launched in 2013, an important year for Transaid that saw us celebrate 
our 15th anniversary. Our ambassadors have been an integral part of this celebration and 
they have been fantastic in the number of different and important activities they have   
carried out so far. We want to retain our existing loyal Ambassadors and welcome new 
ones to raise our profile within the logistics and transport industry, fundraise and           
undertake or encourage others to take part in our challenges.  
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What it means to be a Transaid Ambassador 
 
 
 

Why we launched the scheme 
 
The Transaid Ambassador scheme recognises the time and effort individuals put in to 
supporting Transaid, and to formalise the role as a super supporter. The work they do 
whether it is as a professional volunteer, a challenger, or as a vocal ambassador is 
greatly appreciated by everyone at Transaid. All of this adds to our value; increases 
awareness, revenue and the strength of Transaid as a whole. We couldn’t do it without 
them. The focus of the role is on the individual as a passionate supporter of Transaid not 
as a corporate representative. If circumstances change e.g. Moving to another employer, 
we would still want the individual to continue as an ambassador in their new situation. 
  

 
We ask that you become an Ambassador for 12 months and we hope that during this pe-
riod, with our support, you continue with your passion and enthusiasm to help us in our 
aims. After this first year, your role can be reviewed.  
 
 
 
 

The Role and its importance to Transaid  
 
In the past few years we have sustained our position as a charity deeply embedded in the 
transport and logistics industry. Interest in Transaid’s work from the sector has continued 
to grow, we are acquiring new members, increasing the number of corporate supporters 
and are successfully reaching out to new sectors. We run very successful bespoke      
cycling challenges raising funds and engaging with the industry through the involvement 
of individual participants. We have continuing support from trade organisations and      
attend industry awards, dinners and shows as the beneficiary charity to raise funds and 
awareness of Transaid’s work.     
 

We want to build on our success and facilitate even stronger links between the industry 
and the international development programmes offered by Transaid. Ambassadors are a 
key part of the Transaid Marketing Team helping us with our objective of building the   
stable and sustainable growth of Transaid programmes.   
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We would like to communicate with you in a way that suits your needs and schedule to 

help draw up a personal plan of action. What activities you choose will very much 

depend on you – we want you to feel comfortable with your choices. Here are some 

suggestions: 

 

1. Promoting Transaid/raising awareness during appropriate opportunities (this  

might be at work, at an event or through the use of social media) 

2. Helping to promote Transaid events and recruit challengers or undertake a   

challenge yourself! 

3. Run individual fundraising events  

4. Promote Transaid within your company/workplace:  

              - Help with internal communications 

              - Place Transaid adverts, press releases etc  

              - Give presentations 

              - Help with appeals 

              - Promote payroll giving 

              - Actively search for fundraising opportunities, i.e. Company 

                awards, employee fundraising etc.  

5. Provide expertise and knowledge 

6. Volunteering at industry events where Transaid has a presence (e.g.  CV Show, 

Multimodal, Everywoman awards)  
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In the past, ambassadors have recruited company teams for Transaid challenges or 
organised internal employees fundraising, nominated Transaid as the company’s charity 
of the year and helped source prizes for our prize appeals. All of these are important  
actions that help raise awareness about Transaid, increase our supporter base and 
ultimately raise more funds for our vital projects.  
 
Whichever of these activities and how many you undertake is completely up to 
you, we just ask that you are committed to your role as a Transaid Ambassador 
and try to be as proactive as possible. If you need any help, guidance or just want 
to talk it all through, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. We’re here to help!  

Benefits of being an Ambassador  

 
Being an Ambassador can help you develop professionally and personally and will help 

us to continue our vital work. You could benefit in the following ways:-.   

 

1. Widen your  social & business network; make new contacts 

2. Help develop new skills in public speaking, PR and marketing  

3. Add the role to your CV 

4. Fulfil your desire to make a difference. 

 “ I feel very grateful and motivated by the role of ambassador for Transaid.  
There are so many ways we can all help! It can be as simple as learning and 
talking with colleagues and friends about road conditions and safety issues, 
maternal health and supply chain challenges in Africa, and explaining the 
 approach adopted by Transaid in tackling these issues at the grass roots. It 
can be about sharing my contacts and network to maximise the reach of the 
information, fundraising or challenges campaigns. Sometimes it will be about 
spending time with the Transaid team to bring them support and a different  
perspective on a marketing activity or recruitment, or translating a training 
manual for their next project. I learn much more about all the aspects of their 
action, and it challenges me to use my skills in new ways, making me much 
richer from this unique experience. By engaging closer with the charity as an 
ambassador, I feel I become part of a team making a lasting difference to so 
many lives, including mine.”  
  
Agnes Baudry  
 
 
“My initial involvement with Transaid’s work stimulated my interest in the 
various projects and with funding provided by my previous employers, I’ve 
been able to provide remote support in relation to a number of projects in 
Zambia, Tanzania and elsewhere, in addition to working in depth with the 
teams on the ground in situ. I feel extremely privileged and often humbled, to 
have had the opportunity to be involved in supporting these programmes.” 
 
John Cook 
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What you can expect from us as a Transaid Ambassador 

 
 

1. Regular updates on programmes, internal developments, e-newsletters and 

other useful information. 

2. Membership of an Ambassador Group on Linkedin 

3. Ambassadors will be given as much warning as possible of appeals and 

events 

4. To support you as much as we can each Ambassador role will be unique to 

the individual, and therefore the support provided will vary.   

5. Expenses - if you are going to incur expenses and want to claim them back 

from Transaid please talk to us first. 

6. If necessary we will provide you with a letter of authority that will confirm you 

are acting on our behalf. 

      7.    The tools that you will need to be an ambassador. 
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 About Transaid 

Our Vision 
We seek a world where transport contributes fully to a better quality of life and 
is accessible to all in Africa and across the developing world. 
 
Our Mission 
Our Mission  is to identify, champion, implement and share local transport 
solutions which improve access to basic services and economic opportunity for 
poor people in developing countries.  
 

Transaid is an international development charity that identifies, champions, implements 
and shares local transport solutions which improve access to basic services and 
economic opportunity for poor people in developing countries. 
 
Through combining the expertise of the UK Transport and Logistics Industry with our 
experience in international development, we partner with local community organisations, 
governments, institutions and donors to achieve our aims. This collaborative approach 
enables Transaid to provide innovative solutions to some of the key challenges facing 
transport and development today. 
 
Transaid was founded by Save the Children and The Chartered Institute of Logistics and 
Transport and our Patron is HRH The Princess Royal.   
 
Transaid has worked in over 23 countries, covering West, Southern and Eastern Africa 
and some parts of Asia. Currently we work in: Benin, Ethiopia, Ghana, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia, Central Corridor Project (covers  
Tanzania into Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda and the Congo). 
 
Transaid focuses on the three core areas: Transport Management, Community Managed 
Transport and Professional Driver Training. In particular we are concerned with  
healthcare, livelihoods and road safety. 
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Transport Management Systems (TMS)  
We work with departments of health, governments and other organisations to improve 
the management and maintenance of their fleets of vehicles. We do this by applying the 
Transaid Transport Management System to reduce costs, improve service delivery and 
increase operational efficiency.  
Project example: Assessment of drug supply chains in Ghana and Zambia. 
 
Community Managed Transport   
We provide access to appropriate, alternative forms of transport such as bicycle and 
motorcycle ambulances for communities where conventional forms of transport are not 
available or affordable. These life saving and groundbreaking technologies enable men, 
women and children in rural communities to reach health services when they are most in 
need. 
Project example: Emergency Transport Scheme in Nigeria or Bicycle Ambulance Project 
in Zambia. 
  
Professional Driver Training   
We promote professional driver training standards and develop driver training 
programmes to improve driver competence, road safety and the efficient use of vehicles. 
Project example: Professional Driver Training in Zambia, Tanzania and Uganda. 
 

Contacts 
 
The main Transaid contact for Ambassadors will be 
 
Gillian Thackray Marketing Administrator 0207 387 2669 
Gillian@transaid.org 
 
For generic information about Transaid visit: 
www.transaid.org 
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